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INTRODUCTION
As a boutique fitness studio owner, loyal clients
are key to the success of your business. While
there are many ways to engage and motivate
clients, one of the most powerful tools you can
activate is a fitness challenge. A fitness
challenge, when executed successfully, taps
into the reasons why clients joined your studio
in the first place -- motivation, results, and
community.
The unfortunate truth of the ongoing pandemic
is that it’s taken a toll on many people’s mental
and physical health. Lack of motivation,
overeating, and excessive alcohol consumption
have all become side effects of COVID-19. A
fitness challenge is the perfect way to combat
these issues and motivate your clients to return
to their healthy habits. Whether virtual or inperson, a challenge provides meaningful
motivation that makes a difference for clients.
In this guide, you’ll learn how a fitness challenge
can increase revenue and generate a strong
community, either in-person or virtually, at
your studio. We’ll also walk you through a stepby-step process to successfully launch a 21 Day
Fitness Challenge, market it, and turn new
clients into long-term members of your
community.
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Your Pre-Challenge
Checklist
Follow these steps at least three weeks before the start date of your challenge to provide
adequate time for set up, promotion, and client signups.

1.GET THE TIMING RIGHT
After working with hundreds of studio clients, we’ve
found success in a 21-day challenge, especially during
the pre-holiday timeframe. When a challenge is too
long you lose people, but if it’s too short your clients
won’t get the desired results.
Then, plan your dates. The end date of your challenge
should avoid any major holidays. Plan your challenge
dates during timeframes when your clients are
looking for additional motivation, like pre-holiday
season or the New Year.

2. Create a Theme
Everything’s more fun with a theme and fitness
challenges are no exception. Adding a theme makes
your challenge more memorable and easier to market.
Stay true to your brand, but don’t be afraid to draw
inspiration from the season with something catchy or
punny. Need some inspo? Try Fall in Love with Fitness
Challenge, Holiday Hustle, or Grateful for Gains.
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3. ESTABLISH GOALS AND RULES
Your clients are signing up for your challenge because
they want to be challenged. Keep it simple with easy to
follow rules and a clear goal. For many clients, three
workouts a week is attainable. Why not make the push
them a bit by giving your clients a goal of completing
10 classes in 21 days? If you want to get fancy,
consider a BINGO-style card where your clients have
to do a certain number of activities to get points.
Example activities include: invite a friend to take a
livestream class, tag your studio in a social media post,
or try a new style of class or instructor.

4. lean into community
The opportunity to achieve a goal or stick to something
for 21 days might be what hooks your clients in the first
place, but what gets them to stick around is your
community. Consider creating teams or pairing clients
up to build on the sense of community in your studio
while creating an accountability system. Use the
FitGrid Class App to create group chats by team or
workout buddies. The more connected your clients are
to each other during the course of the challenge, the
more successful they’ll all be.

5. Choose a Reward
While some of your clients are motivated by reaching a
goal, others need a bigger push. Add an additional layer
of motivation with a reward or prize for your challenge.
In addition to rewarding your clients, you can also use
this prize to achieve strategic business goals. For
example, if you have a goal to sell a certain number of
memberships or retail stock by the end of the month,
consider making the prize a discounted price on these
items. Use your challenge as a way to encourage your
clients to engage with you long past the last day of the
challenge.
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How to
PROMOTE YOUR
CHALLENGE
MAXIMIZE THE SUCCESS OF YOUR
CHALLENGE WITH A STRONG
PROMOTION STRATEGY. MAKE SURE
YOUR COMMUNITY KNOWS WHAT IT
IS, WHEN IT IS, AND HOW TO
PARTICIPATE. ANNOUNCE AND
BEGIN PROMOTING YOUR
CHALLENGE AT LEAST TWO WEEKS
PRIOR TO ITS START DATE.

GET YOUR INSTRUCTORS
ON BOARD
The best promotion tool you have in your
arsenal is your team. Arm your instructors
with all the details about the challenge and
encourage them to promote it to their
classes, on social media, and in their followup messages to clients using FitGrid Pro.
And, encourage them to participate
themselves. As leaders in your community,
if your instructors participate, your clients
will follow.

USE VIRTUAL TOOLS
Utilize the Zoom chat in your virtual
classes as a message board. Have a quick
link or message (see templates in the
appendix) available for your instructors to
copy and paste into the chat box after
class. This additional touchpoint captures
your clients while they’re already on their
computer or phone so they can sign up
then and there.
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GET SOCIAL
Build buzz about the challenge by posting about it on social media. Include details on the theme,
how to sign up, and what the prizes are. If you have retail partners or brands that will be part of the
prize or reward, tag them! A group of clients just signed up? Tag them in a story to celebrate them
and increase awareness for the challenge.

SEND A DEDICATED EMAIL
In addition to including the information about the challenge in your weekly newsletter, consider
adding a dedicated email specifically about the challenge. Include all the information and links
your clients might need during the sign up process. Think of your email as a cheat sheet that your
clients can reference if they have any questions.

POST FLYERS IN-STUDIO
If your studio is open, choose high traffic areas to post flyers. The front desk, water cooler, and
bathrooms are all great spots to include flyers.

CHAT ABOUT IT #ONTHEGRID
Use the FitGrid Class App to promote your challenge through studio groups and individual
messages with clients. The FitGrid Class App isn't just for promoting your challenge, it's a critical
component to keep your clients engaged and motivated as the challenge continues.

USE A FITNESS CHALLENGE TO REENGAGE CLIENTS AND GET THEM EXCITED
AND MOTIVATED TO ACHIEVE THEIR GOALS.
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USE THE FITGRID
CLASS APP FOR
YOUR CHALLENGE
COMPETITIONS ARE ALWAYS
EXCITING AT FIRST. BUT PEOPLE
NATURALLY GET LESS
MOTIVATED OVER TIME. USE THE
FITGRID CLASS APP’S FEATURES
AS A TOOL TO KEEP THE
MOMENTUM GOING AND MAKE
THIS CHALLENGE YOUR MOST
SUCCESSFUL. HERE’S HOW:

CREATE A CHALLENGE
GROUP
Use groups to create a virtual community at
your studio and for your challenge. Using the
FitGrid Class App makes it easy for your
studio community to connect in one place
without the drama or stress of social media.
Follow these steps to create a group
specifically for your 21-day fitness challenge:
Connect with clients and instructors at
your studio on the app
Create a group for your challenge
Invite clients and instructors to the
challenge group
Add regular conversation starters into the
group that will encourage dialogue and
motivation
What classes are you attending this
week?
What are your fitness goals for the rest of
the year?
What’s your favorite class type/pose?

TIP: Groups are not visible to the public, and new members must be
added by current members.
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INVITE FRIENDS TO CLASS
A fitness challenge is the perfect opportunity to acquire new clients through your
existing community. Build in a friend referral bonus or if taking the BINGO card
approach, square, to your challenge. The FitGrid Class App makes it easy to invite
friends and family to classes with its built in referral capabilities. Encourage your
clients to use the “Invite Friends to Class” button in their schedule to send an email
invite to friends and family.

TRACK GOALS
Make weekly workout goals part of your challenge to encourage accountability and
increase regular class attendance. Don’t go old school with a star chart, instead use the
FitGrid Class App. Before the challenge starts, encourage your clients to set a weekly
workout goal in the app. Whenever they take class, the workout will automatically be
tracked on the home screen of the app. Your clients can also add additional workouts
like daily runs or bike rides.

WHEN YOUR CLIENTS HIT THEIR GOALS, CELEBRATE THEM!
SEND SHOUTOUTS TO CLIENTS IN YOUR CHALLENGE GROUP
AND CHEER YOUR COMMUNITY ON TOGETHER.
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SET UP YOUR CHALLENGE IN MINDBODY

Your next step is to set your challenge up in Mindbody. While we recommend keeping
your challenge free to maximize participation, it’s still important for your clients to
register. Registration doesn’t just help you segment and track participants, it also helps
your clients commit. Follow these steps at least two weeks prior to the start date of
your challenge.

Step 1: Create an enrollment service category
Go to the Home tab.
Click the Services & Pricing
submenu.
Choose Enrollments link on
the left side menu.

Scroll down to click +Add a
new service category then
select enrollments
Assign the service
category to a tab..

Assign the service
category to a tab.
Click the gear icon
to the right of the
service category,
and select Tab
assignment
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Choose which tab you'd like the
enrollment to appear in.
Click Save

Step 2: Add a new enrollment
In an existing service category, or the new one you may have created, select
+Add new enrollment

Name the enrollment with your challenge name
Select the Enrollment category and subcategory that best represents this
enrollment
Select the Enrollment Type
If applicable, insert an image
Enter the enrollment description

Additional options include:
Prerequisite notes,
Prerequisite client types,
Auto-assigned client types,
Notes, and Registration notes
When you're finished, click
Save in the lower right
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Step 3: Schedule the enrollment

Locate the enrollment you just created
Click on Schedule this class link to the right of the enrollment name

Add the start and end date of your challenge to the "when" section
Select the Staff (your name) and pay rate ($0)
Make the enrollment size 1,000 (this can be any number you choose)
Online Options allows you the choose whether you'd like clients to be able
to sign up for the enrollment online and how many clients are able to do this
Visit the Other section to allow for unpaid online signups and to make the
enrollment free
Click the Schedule Enrollment button on the lower right

Step 4: Add Pricing to the enrollment

Locate the enrollment you
just scheduled
Click on Add Pricing to the
right
There are two options at this
junction: select and assign an
existing pricing option or
follow the instructions below
to create a new pricing
option

Name the pricing option as your challenge name
Enter a Price of $0
Check the Sold Online box if you are offering this pricing option online
Set the duration of the pricing option in the Expires section
Enter the Number of sessions for the pricing option
Select the Revenue category
Additional options include: Membership settings, introductory offers, and the
ability to purchase the pricing option outside of a contract
If you have additional requirements, such as location restrictions, members only, or
members discount., click Yes on the option "Need to set up advanced settings?"
Click on Add unless you have additional requirements for the pricing option, then
click Save with Addition Options
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CHALLENGE COMMUNICATION
TEMPLATES
INSTRUCTOR ANNOUNCEMENT EMAIL TEMPLATE
Hi [Instructor],
It’s time to rally our community and feel our best! [Studio Name] will host a 21
Day Fitness Challenge from [Date to Date] and we want all of our instructors and
clients to participate. We’ll share this info with the clients, but please announce
this at the end of your upcoming classes.
This challenge will be run using FitGrid’s new social networking app for fitness
communities, the FitGrid Class App, and we are so excited about it! This new app
will allow users (students and instructors) to book classes, chat with each other,
invite friends to class, track workouts and more. Not only that–clients can also
track your class schedule and receive substitution notifications directly from the
app, which helps keep them coming back to you.
What does this mean for you? If we can get clients to download and use the app,
the information they share will integrate with your FitGrid instructor app where
you’ll be able to see student profile pictures and a list of their aches, pains, and
injuries. Having this information can help you get to know your clients quickly
and deliver a more curated class experience.
Start by downloading the FitGrid App here. Once you’re on the app, connect with
me and send me a message.
Cheers,
[Owner's Name]
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CHALLENGE COMMUNICATION
TEMPLATES
CLIENT ANNOUNCEMENT EMAIL TEMPLATE
It’s time to rally our community and feel our best!
[Studio Name] will host a 21 Day Fitness Challenge from [Date to Date] and
we want all of our instructors and clients to participate. It’s free to participate
in the challenge, and you can win some great prizes.
This Challenge will be run using FitGrid’s new social networking app for
fitness communities and we are so excited about it! More details about that to
come as we get closer to the start of the Challenge.
Click here to register [insert link to “purchase” Mindbody enrollment].
Cheers,
[Owner's Name]
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CHALLENGE COMMUNICATION
TEMPLATES
CLIENT ANNOUNCEMENT EMAIL TEMPLATE
Subject: The [Name of the Challenge] is here!
Hey [Name],
We’re so excited to do the [Name of Challenge] with you!
We’re excited to share that we’re using FitGrid’s new social media app as an
accountability and connection tool for the Challenge, which begins on [Date].
If you haven’t done so already, please download the FitGrid app! Once you’re
on the app, connect with me and send me a message. I’ll invite you to the
[Name of Challenge] group after we connect.
Cheers,
[Owner's Name]
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TO BOOK A FREE DEMO AND LEARN HOW
FITGRID CAN HELP YOU RETAIN & ACQUIRE
CLIENTS, CONTACT US TODAY!
FITGRID.COM | INFO@FITGRID.COM

